Polls Favor Labor
In British Election

LONDON (AP) - Britain today rejected the socialists in a strongly divided election, making it seem likely that the socialists would be returned to power with a slender majority in Parliament following World War II. Public opinion polls, the results of which have been closely watched by the British and American press, indicated that the socialists would win a majority of seats in the election.

The polls, which are believed to be more accurate than those in the United States, indicated that the socialists would win about 375 seats, compared to 325 for the Conservatives. The results were considered to be a major victory for the socialists, who have been in power since 1945.

Ecuador Office To
Moderate

The Ecuadorian government has decided to moderate its policies, according to reports. This decision comes after the government faced criticism for its handling of the recent elections, which were marked by high levels of voter fraud.

The government has announced that it will work to improve the country's democracy, and has promised to hold free and fair elections in the future. It has also indicated that it will work to address the country's economic issues, which have been a source of concern for many Ecuadorians.

Civil Rights
To Be Discussed

The Civil Rights movement is set to be discussed at a conference held in Washington, D.C. The conference, called "The Civil Rights Movement: Past, Present, and Future," will bring together leaders from the movement to discuss the progress made over the past 50 years, as well as the challenges that lie ahead.

The conference will feature keynote speeches from civil rights leaders, including Martin Luther King Jr. and Coretta Scott King. It will also include panel discussions and workshops, where participants will have the opportunity to share their perspectives and ideas.

ASMSU Student Board
Changes Operations Policy

At its recent meeting, the ASMSU Student Board voted to change the operations policy of the university's student government. The changes were designed to increase transparency and accountability, and to make it easier for students to participate in the decision-making process.

The most significant change was the introduction of a new budgeting process, which will require all student organizations to submit detailed budget plans for review by the ASMSU Student Board. This will help ensure that student organizations are using their funds responsibly and efficiently.

City Mayor Tests
At Trial

The city mayor is facing trial on charges of corruption. The mayor, who has been in office for several years, is accused of soliciting bribes from local businesses in exchange for favorable treatment.

The trial, which is expected to last several weeks, will be held in a local courtroom. The mayor has denied all charges, and has said that he will continue to serve in office until the trial is completed.

Clay Pigeon

Clay Pigeon target practice is a popular activity among hunters and sportsmen. It involves shooting clay targets that are thrown into the air at high speeds. The target practice is designed to improve a shooter's accuracy and reflexes.

Breakthrough
In The South

A breakthrough has been made in the South, where civil rights activists have long been fighting for equal rights. The activists have been working to desegregate schools, restaurants, and other public facilities, and to end discrimination against African Americans.

LONEY VIGIL - Protesters John Dennis, John Burns and Barry Ginnings Wednesday continued the sit-down strike in front of Convair House which began Monday. Photo by Russell Steffy.

DRAFT DODGERS ARRESTED; 
SOLD BOGUS CREDENTIALS

Up To $5,000 For Phony Papers

New York (AP) - The FBI began a roundup of phony and counterfeit papers Tuesday, as charges of forging the draft by paying as much as $1,000 for paper were leveled against several draft dodgers.

Federal agents arrested the owner of a draft registration station in Brooklyn, and a number of draft dodgers were arrested in New York City. The investigation began when agents learned that several draft registration stations were using phony and counterfeit papers.

Students Protest 
Sentences

By LOE ZAINA
State News Staff Writer

A group of students who were arrested for protesting the war were sentenced to prison Tuesday. The students were arrested for blocking traffic in front of the draft board, and were charged with disturbing the peace.

The judge sentenced the students to prison, saying that their actions were a threat to public safety. The students had planned to protest the war by blocking traffic in front of the draft board, but were arrested before they could begin their protest.

University Enrolls
31,000

Preliminary figures show that 31,000 students enrolled at the university this year. The figures were released Tuesday, and indicate a slight increase from last year's enrollment.

Of those who were registered, 22,000 were reported to have completed high school or its equivalent. The figures show that the university continues to attract students from a variety of backgrounds.

The university has announced that it will begin a new academic year in the fall, and will continue to offer a wide range of courses and programs. The university is committed to providing a quality education to all students who wish to enroll.

Drops, Adds
To Be Friday
"Til Tuesday

Drops and adds began Friday for the current semester. Students are encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity to change their course selections.

Students who are looking to add or drop courses should contact their advisors to discuss their options. Students are also encouraged to take advantage of the university's online registration system, which allows students to view and change their schedules at any time.

Drops and adds will be available through Tuesday, and students are encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity to make any necessary changes. Students who miss this deadline will be charged for the courses they have added.

Clay Pigeon Shooting

Clay Pigeon Shooting is a popular outdoor activity that involves shooting at clay targets that are thrown into the air. It is a fun and challenging way to improve shooting skills.

Breakthrough in The South

A breakthrough has been made in the South, where civil rights activists have long been fighting for equal rights. The activists have been working to desegregate schools, restaurants, and other public facilities, and to end discrimination against African Americans.

LONEY VIGIL - Protesters John Dennis, John Burns and Barry Ginnings Wednesday continued the sit-down strike in front of Convair House which began Monday. Photo by Russell Steffy.

HOLE IN ONE - What appears to be a method of playing golf in the future was demonstrated in the Convair House, San Antonio, by Bob Dugger, student. The game is called "Hole In One," and is played by using a small, rapid-firing, high-velocity ball to hit the target. The target is a small, rapid-firing, high-velocity ball that is placed in a hole or pocket. The player then shoots the ball into the hole, and the game is over.

Photo by Tony Ferrante.
Western Labor Groups Call System Antiquated

The only recording of Ernest Hemingway reading his works

This historic album was created from the non-legitimate tape recordings Hemingway made for himself and his friends in the late 1950s and early 1960s. They have never been available to the public.

The late Ernest Hemingway began to make tape recordings in 1956...the Audio Visual Archives includes the Hemingway Audio Work Collection. This collection includes unedited and untranscribed tapes of Hemingway reading his works and letters, as well as unedited and untranscribed interviews with various people, including his publishers, editors, and friends.

Because these recordings have never been released, the American Library Association's 2010 Print and Recording Award for Excellence in Recorded Literature included the Hemingway Audio Work Collection in its honor.

\[\text{OTHER UNIQUE RECORDINGS FROM CAEDMON}\

\text{\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Title} & \text{Artist} & \text{Record Date} & \text{Format} & \text{Condition} & \text{Notes} \\
\hline
\text{An American in Paris} & E. F. Standing & 1954 & LP & NM & \text{Masterpiece of the 20th century music}
\hline
\text{The Count of Monte Cristo} & Charles Darwin & 1930 & LP & EX & \text{First ever recording of this novel}
\hline
\text{The Great Gatsby} & F. Scott Fitzgerald & 1925 & LP & NM & \text{Lost masterpiece restored}
\hline
\end{tabular}\]

\[\text{At better record and book stores, or mail coupon below}\

\text{CAEDMON RECORDS}\
\text{Former in sound-recording industry}\

\text{Send this coupon to:}\
\text{CAEDMON RECORDS}\
\text{P.O. Box 1312}\
\text{Detroit, Mich. 48201}\

\text{CAEDMON RECORDS}\
\text{P.O. Box 1312}\
\text{Detroit, Mich. 48201}\

\text{Photo by Jan Lewis}
North Viet's Ask Communist Support 

WASHINGTON (UPI)—President Johnson asked Congress to increase the minimum war limits by 20 million dollars in food, grains and oil to help Viet's fight. 

Johnson also urged other nations "which have the ability to buy or the means to buy" to reach the U.S. goal. 

French NATO Withdrawal Official 

WASHINGTON (AP)—France has officially said that it will withdraw from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s integrated military. 

Simultaneously, France denounced the headquarters of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in Brussels as a "torpedo post" and the NATO command as "vicious." 

French withdraw from NATO, a move that could bring the down the organization. 

Announcing its decision, France said, "We want to be free of the NATO command and to be in our own security..." 

French Navy's First Test of New Warship 

Tuesday's testing of the new warship was hailed as an important step forward in the mission of fighting piracy in the Indian Ocean. 

The new warship, the USS Legend, is expected to be delivered to the Navy's Pacific Fleet in the coming months. 

French Navy's move is seen as a significant step forward in the fight against terrorism in the region. 

Seaway To Open Friday 

DETROIT—(UPI)—Michigan Seaway will open to commercial traffic Friday. The earlier opening due to the eighty-hour work week is the result of a ten-hour work week for the last several weeks. 

Seaway Authority Joseph E. McCard said the schedule was set in order to avoid the loss of $10 million in revenue a week. 

The schedule will go into effect immediately. 

The Seaway Authority will issue new schedules for the upcoming weeks. 

FRATERNITY SORORITY Complete Selection Of Official Greek Jewelry 

The Card Shop Across from Home EC Bldg. Ed. 2-4193
TOP 'M, QUALIFY FOR NCAA'S

Spartan Gymnasts 2nd In Regionals

BY ROBERTA YAFFE
State News Sports Writer

The Spartan gymnasts took a strong showing at the regional meet, scoring 181.78 to place second behind the
Michigan State University team, which scored 186.80. The Spartans qualified three individuals to the
national meet, which was held in Bloomington, Indiana.

The team, led by Coach John Smith, performed well in all areas, with standout performances by
senior Terry Adler, freshman Karen Clark, and sophomore Judy Miller.

Adler, who finished second in the all-around, had a score of 9.55, while Clark finished third with a
score of 9.40. Miller, who finished fourth in the all-around, had a score of 9.35.

The team's overall score of 181.78 was the highest in the region, and they were pleased with their
performance.

"We did well in all areas," said Smith. "Our team has been working hard all season, and it shows in
our performance."
Secrecy Prevails In Grand Jury Ring Probe

Humble Clyde Prays Chuvalo

GIVES 'ALL-BY' FOR NO KO

Fencers Fourth In NCAA

MSU High School Relays

On Jenison Track Saturday

Michigan High School track meets are almost here, and every team is putting in the final efforts to prepare for the upcoming season. The Jenison track meet will be held on Saturday, May 27, and is open to all teams who wish to participate. The meet will begin at 9 a.m. and continue until 4 p.m. The weather is expected to be sunny and warm, with temperatures reaching into the low 60s. Teams are encouraged to arrive early to set up their stalls and to ensure a smooth and successful event. The meet is open to all teams, and there is no cost to participate. However, please note that registration must be completed by May 20 in order to be included in the results. The meet is sponsored by the Jenison Track and Field Boosters, and all proceeds will go towards supporting the team's equipment needs.

THE GREATEST-Kwalla, Cassius Clay, the new

World's Light Heavyweight Champion,

wrecks the roof of the Grand Ballroom at the
capital building in New York. Clay's
title fight with Floyd Patterson will be
taken by the boxers and their handlers to
the ring at Madison Square Garden. Clay
is a former world junior welterweight
champion and is considered one of the
greatest boxers of all time.

Big Pinner Here Friday For Tourney

Feeding stories from rival flab

eagles will be the order of the
day on Saturday, May 27, as teams from
distinctive parts of the country will come
together for the Big Pinner High School

Track Meet. The meet will be held at
Jenison High School, and is open to
teams from all over the state. The meet
will begin at 9 a.m. and continue until
11 a.m.

The event is

supported by the Jenison Track and Field
Boosters, and all proceeds will go towards
supporting the team's equipment needs.

LIEBAAA'S

PUB MUGS

BY O.

B.O.

THE WILLOW

Winda Hanocek

203 East Grand River

Get closer with a HONDA

Closer to class. Closer to the fraternity house. And a lot closer to the opposite sex. Honda offers you all these advantages plus economy. Price, upkeep and insurance are all irresistibly low. Why not join the crowd?
DURING KROGER'S GREAT

CASH "A" RAMA

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
BONE-WHITE
SAUCER

WITH EACH
$1.00
PURCHASE

COUNTRY STYLE
SPARE RIBS $ .59
END CUT
POUR CHOPS $ .59
LOIN CHOPS $ .79
PORK SLICED $ .89
FULL SHANK HALF

Smoked Ham $ .49
Double Ham or
3-Legged Fryers $ .39
Roasting Chickens $ .39

PIONEER PURE BEET
SUGAR

5 lb bag $ .37

PORK

MEL-O-SOFT
BREAD BUTTERMILK

$ 1

loaves

BUN

IDaho

POTTATOES

BAKING

10-1b bag $ .59
20-lb bag $ 1.09

Delicious
HONEYDEW
MELONS

for $ 1

Red Ripe Watermelons

as 99c

"Pride of Michigan" Boneless
HAM ROAST
lb $ .99

"Printed in the U.S.A."

SALAD PLATES for 99c

FRESH-SHORE FROZEN FOODS

Ocean Porch Fillets
1 lb pkg $ .49
Breaded Fish Steaks 2
lb pkg $ 1.09

Perfect for Cape Shrimp
in a pkg $ 1.79
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Pierced Ears: Fad Spurs ‘Earie’ Cult

By LEO ZAIME
State Journal Staff Writer

The constant needling canals have been since bell tunrs has been as common a favor as a ring to their ears. Expecting the woman’s gait must not be excluded. Ear piercing, being performed by some mav, has its big in the MRS. campus, and East Lansing jewelry stores report performances.

One Health Center reports has performed 100s of ears. The number of piercing requests generally per 1,000 people, per year and the number of those who continue to use the piercing service. The number of piercing requests has increased by 300% since the beginning of last year. The woman who goes and says, “I never want to wear an earring,” says Dr. Haas, does not want to be a party to any kind of ‘hype.

The danger in ear piercing lies in the possible secondary infection that can result from an infection. Dr. Haas has reported only 5 per cent infections in the past 10 years, but this is still a risk he warns against and considers due to the extreme environmental factors in the area.

The operation involves quite primitive techniques: a needle, earring, and a sharp needle. This method has been used to heal the ear in preparation for the piercing.

After the ear is sufficiently numbed, a small incision is made at the base of the lobe to allow the needle to enter the ear. The needle is then inserted through the skin and into the ear canal, and a small incision is made at the end of the needle to allow the earring to enter the ear canal. The incision is then sewn up and a dressing is applied.

Due to the recent increase of these “piercing parties,” there are many precautions that have increased sales in piercing services.

The piercing is no longer just a fashion statement, but a style statement. The trend is no longer just about the earring, but the entire ear. The ear can now be seen as a canvas for the person.

Goldman Abductor Remains Silent

MASS.—Friends of Daniel Goldman gathered in a somber vigil at the Goldman residence in the early hours of the morning. The Goldman family has not made any public statements regarding the case, and police are still investigating.

Air Force Says It Releases All UFO News To Public

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Foreign citizens are pager the Air Force with letters about flying objects. The U.S. government has released all UFO reports to the public.

The Air Force years ago set up a public relations office to deal with UFO reports from the public. The office is staffed by civilian employees, and the reports are analyzed and evaluated in a similar manner.

Hi-Fi Buys

Tape Recording Industries

207-301

2nd ANNUAL

MINTONSH Amplifier

CLINIC

Monday, April 2nd

12:00 to 6:00

McLouth

Trade Up

To

For big sounds

VALUABLE

Half price on trade-ins

Show us your old radio and we’ll give you full price for it.

One half-fare ID card is as good as another.

Jay Press

On Eastern or 79 other places.

Thousands of high school students have been using the half-fare pass with success. The pass is accepted at all Eastern Airlines flights, and can be used on any Eastern Airlines flight, whether it is a domestic or international flight.

Johnson’s Niece Elopes With Student

JOHNSTON, Iowa—Mrs. John Johnson was quoted as saying that her daughter-in-law, Elspeth Johnstone, had eloped with a student from the University of Iowa on Easter Sunday.

Elspeth Johnstone, 23, who has a degree in psychology, met her future husband while she was a student at the University of Iowa.

The couple was last seen in Johnston, Iowa, on Easter Sunday. They were last seen in a car parked near the university campus.

For MSU Students & Staff Members

Only (Bring your ID, Card)

- SPECIAL -

Every Friday

SEE AND TRY THIS FABULOUS OFFER:

Long Garments

Short Garments

Now! TUXEDO RENTAL

Eastern’s “Old-fashioned” Tuxedo...very reasonable rates...Group rates available.

227 Ann St.
E. Lansing
PHONE 535 6007

“ACROSS THE ROAD”

100% ONE HOUR CLEANERS

1911 East Grand River

East Lansing

State Bank

Corner of Abbot and Grand River

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

One half-fare ID card is as good as another.

Show us your old radio and we’ll give you full price for it.

On Eastern or 79 other places.

On Eastern or 79 other places.
Student Petitions Due For Off Campus Council

Students living in university housing may petition for the Associated Student Government council to elect a student council representative to the Office of the Campus Council (OCC). The student council will provide a mechanism for students to be heard in matters of concern. The student council will be composed of a president, vice president, three councilors, and a secretary. The president will be elected by the student community and the vice president, councilors, and secretary will be elected by the student council. The student council will meet regularly and provide a forum for the expression of student interests and concerns.

Kremlin Rejects Khruhev, Stalin

The Russian Premier, Joseph Stalin, has rejected the idea of a meeting between him and Premier Nikita Khrushchev. Stalin, who is scheduled to visit Moscow later this year, has indicated that he is not interested in a meeting with Khrushchev. Stalin has been critical of Khrushchev's policies and has expressed his own views on various political issues.

Why pay less than $10 for a canvas shoe?

Canvas shoes are a popular choice for their comfort and durability. They are also a great option for students on a budget. Many canvas shoes are available for less than $10, and some even cost less than $5. When shopping for canvas shoes, look for sales and discounts to save money. You can also check out stores that sell second-hand or gently used shoes to get even more savings.

Career Opportunity

United States Public Health Service

Venerable Disease Branch - Communicable Disease Center

We are now seeking qualified applicants for the United States Public Health Service. We need people who want immediate job involvement, interesting work, an outlet for creative ideas, and an excellent opportunity for advancement. Many positions are available in the following academic fields:

- Biology
- Humanity
- English
- Languages
- Journalism
- Economics
- History

Interviews for June Graduates will be conducted in April 11

Contact Your Placement Office for an interview.

Student Petitions Due For Off Campus Council

There are 15 positions opened in the OCC; the students will have an opportunity to express their concerns. The next meeting of the OCC will be held April 3rd in the Arts and Sciences Center. The students who are concerned are encouraged to attend the meeting and share their views with the OCC board.

NEW OFFICERS: The new councilors for the year will be as follows: Sarah Johnson, junior, executive council chairwoman; Billy Peters, junior, executive council chairman; Bill Johnson, junior, executive council member; Judy Brown, junior, executive council member; John Davis, junior, executive council member; and David Smith, junior, executive council member.

Artwork by Bob Torrance, corresponding secretary; Peggi Powers, Glenville, Pa., junior, executive council chairman; and Bette Elam, faculty advisor, was submitted to the OCC.

Legal Notice

The Associated Student Government Council (ASGC) has voted to censure the Office of the Campus Council (OCC) for failing to provide adequate representation for student concerns. The OCC has been criticized for its lack of responsiveness and for not adequately addressing student issues. The ASGC has called for a special meeting to discuss the matter further.

Wall Street Trading Up

The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) opened higher on Monday, reversing the previous day's decline. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) rose 117.23 points, or 1.3%, to close at 8,836.24. The S&P 500 index gained 14.69 points, or 1.5%, to close at 999.41. The Nasdaq Composite index increased 50.71 points, or 2.5%, to close at 2,101.34. The positive news comes ahead of the earnings season, which is expected to show solid profit growth for many companies.
States Against Daylight Time

In the 1960s, several states tried to introduce Daylight Time in place of standard time to save energy during the summer months.

**Sit-In Trial**

In 1968, the U.S. government applied for a permit to conduct a sit-in trial to test the effect of Daylight Time on various aspects of society.

**Japanese Air Crash Spurs Jet Investigations**

A jet crash in Japan prompted a new wave of jet investigations by the FAA.

**Steeplechase Track At Aintree For Sale**

The Aintree Steeplechase Track is being sold to a new owner.

**Poverty Funds Increase Sought**

A request for increased funds for poverty programs was made by the federal government.

**Students Hit Speaker Ban**

Attempts to ban speakers at college campuses were met with protests.

**King Seeks Rights Funds**

Civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. sought funding for civil rights programs.

**7-Year Old Hit By Car**

A young girl was hit by a car in Detroit, Michigan.

**SUIT YOURSELF WITH A SIR PERIOR CORD BY HASPEL**

A advertisement for a clothing company's line of ties.

**BOAC 707 in England**

The first BOAC 707 was delivered to England, marking a new era in commercial aviation.

**try in for half the price.**

A promotion for a discount offer.
**Former Aide Gives Painting To 'S'**

**Council Union Opposes Merger**

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Until Thursday night, when the Presidents Council of Student Union Officers met in a special session to try to avert a split, the University of Michigan would have become a single student government.

The presidents council, which is made up of the student union presidents from the nation's top 30 universities, met in Washington in connection with the annual meeting of the National Student Union Federation.

At issue was the question of whether the Student Union, headed by John C. Stempel, should merge with the University of Michigan Student Union, which would have resulted in a united student government.

The presidents council, which is made up of the student union presidents from the nation's top 30 universities, met in Washington in connection with the annual meeting of the National Student Union Federation.

At issue was the question of whether the Student Union, headed by John C. Stempel, should merge with the University of Michigan Student Union, which would have resulted in a united student government.
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**Navy Fire Extinguisher
Discovery Is 'Hoax'**

**HOLYoke, Dec. 31—**A pit bull-sized dog found buried with the words "Theothes-
hunt" inside a pipe was actually just a harmless joke by its owner, a town official said.

The dog, named after the U.S. Navy's mobile fire extinguisher, was found near the
Pittsfield Fire Department, Captain Walter
M. Purcell said. The dog's owner, Jim
Johnson, an assistant fire chief, said he
placed the dog in the pipe as a joke.

Johnson said the dog was actually just
a large dog that was buried in the pipe.
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News Access Bill Expected To Pass

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A House subcommittee on Friday voted to limit amendments on a bill that would extend the government's authority to limit access to the Nevada test site. The measure, which is a key component of the Nuclear Test Site Control Act, was approved by the subcommittee and is expected to be considered by the full House this week.

The bill, which was introduced by Representative John L. M. Martin, in agreement with the Atomic Energy Commission, would allow the government to restrict access to the test site in order to prevent nuclear testing. The subcommittee's approval of the bill is a significant step towards enacting the measure.

The bill was debated in the House earlier this week, with some members expressing concerns about the impact of the bill on the country's foreign policy. However, the subcommittee's approval indicates that the measure is likely to pass in the House.

Western System Slammed

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Western System has come under criticism once again, with several members of Congress calling for its reform and improvement.

"It's a system that needs improvement," said Representative John L. M. Martin during a hearing on the bill. "We need to ensure that the system is functioning efficiently and effectively." The bill, introduced by Representative Martin, aims to strengthen the Western System by providing greater oversight and accountability.

The bill has faced opposition from some members of Congress, who argue that it would be too costly and time-consuming to implement. However, the subcommittee's approval of the bill indicates that it is likely to pass in the House.

Atom Site Picked

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Atomic Energy Commission has announced the location of a new nuclear reactor, located in the foothills near Brookhaven, New York. The new site is expected to be operational by 2023.

The decision to locate the reactor near Brookhaven was made after a thorough review of several potential sites across the United States. The new reactor is expected to be the largest of its kind in the country, capable of producing 1,000 megawatts of electricity.

The announcement has been met with mixed reactions, with some members of Congress expressing concerns about the potential environmental impact of the new reactor. However, the subcommittee's approval of the bill indicates that it is likely to pass in the House.

TWO BIG CAMPUS BOOK STORES

As Much A Part Of MSU As Beaumont Tower

A TOWER OF USED BOOKS AT BOTH STORES BUY USED BOOKS SAVE 25%